This appendix describes FRAT-up fall risk factors, estimators, and procedures to produce risk factor values starting from estimator values. There are two main types of estimators and risk factors. They are "dichotomous" (supporting missing data, so the possible values are "true", "false", and "unknown") and "scalar" (integer values with the possibility of being unknown). Scalar values have a range [i,j], so a scalar [1,3] may take the values "1", "2", "3", and "unknown".
urinary incontinence. More in particular, it works like a scalar risk factor with level 0 if there are 0 or 1 exposure, or level N-1 otherwise, with N being the number of morbid conditions. It thus can range from 0 to 10.
Fall risk factor prevalence from literature
In the following, the "Prevalence" column contains the probability to be "true" of Boolean risk factors (there are no "unknown" values since the following probabilities are extracted from scientific literature). The column contains the prevalence of the single levels for scalar risk factors, ordered from level zero upward. use of antiepileptics 0.01 [4] use of antihypertensives 0.32 [7] use of sedatives 0.14 [4] Use of benzodiazepines vision impairment 0.19 [4] Questioning the participant on whether he/she could recognize someone's face at a distance of 4 meters (with glasses or contact lenses if needed) walking aid use 0.18 [6] 
Estimators: types and notes
This section describes the estimators and how they are automatically extracted from the DB.
If an estimator value cannot be extracted from the DB for any reason, an "unknown" value is assigned. 
Estimators to risk factors conversion
In the following table, the "estimators" column lists, for each risk factor, the one or more estimators involved in its value assignment. The "conversion" column specifies the function used to get the risk factor given the estimators. There are four possible types of conversion.
• Direct: there is a single estimator and the risk factor takes the same value as the estimator.
• Threshold: An inequality against a fixed parameter is checked and if positive the risk factor is "true".
• Threshold and OR: there is a threshold check (with possibly different inequalities and threshold parameters) for each of the estimators; an OR of the results produces the risk factor value.
• Discrete levels: a function of this type has three parameters: "step 1 start", "step size", and "last step". An estimator value less than "step 1 start" produces the resulting value 0. At "step 1 start" the function maps to 1, and increases by 1 for each "step size" of the input estimator, up to a maximum of "last step". 
